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(57) A work area determination system 2 for an au-
tonomous traveling work machine 1 which is controlled
autonomously based on self machine position informa-
tion indicative of a self machine position, the work area
determination system 2 including an operation terminal
21 capable of determining a work area 110. The operation
terminal 21 includes a positioning device for acquiring

terminal position information indicative of a position of
the operation terminal 21, a work area determination sec-
tion that determines the work area 110 based on the ter-
minal position information, and a work area information
outputting section for outputting work area information
which is information relating to the determined work area
110.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates to a work area determi-
nation system for an autonomous traveling work ma-
chine, the autonomous traveling work machine and a
work area determination program.

BACKGROUND DISCUSSION

[0002] In recent years, there has been a growing pop-
ularity of an autonomous traveling work machine that au-
tomatically effects maintenance of a field such as a gar-
den, a park, etc. For such autonomous traveling work
machine to effect the work autonomously, it is necessary
for this autonomous traveling work machine to be able
to recognize an area where the work is to be effected.
[0003] As a method for causing an autonomous
traveling work machine to recognize a work area, e.g.
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication
No. 2013-164742 (Patent Document 1) proposes a meth-
od according to which a work area is defined by installing
in advance an area wire in an outer edge of the area in
the field where the work is to be effected. With this meth-
od, when the autonomous traveling work machine de-
tects, by means of a magnetic sensor mounted thereon,
a magnetic field generated by the wire to which power is
being supplied, the machine recognizes that it has
reached an end of the area where it has to effect the work
and the makes a turn. With this, it is possible to cause
the autonomous traveling work machine to effect the
work with limiting the work to the inside of the area where
the wire is installed in advance.
[0004] As another method, e.g. Japanese Unexam-
ined Patent Application Publication No. 2016-10382
(Patent Document 2) proposes a method which installs
a boundary informing means such as a fence, wireless
communication, light, etc. With these methods, it is pos-
sible to cause the autonomous traveling work machine
to recognize an area where the work is to be effected.

Background Art Documents

[Patent Documents]

[0005]

Patent Document 1: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. 2013-164742
Patent Document 2: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. 2016-10382

SUMMARY

[Problem to be Solved by Invention]

[0006] Incidentally, according to such techniques as

disclosed in Patent Documents 1, 2, it was needed to
install in advance boundary informing means such as
area wire, a fence, a wireless communication, a light, etc.
The methods requiring pre-installment of such boundary
informing means would present trouble of its installment.
Further, a work is possible only in a field where the bound-
ary informing means is installed in advance. These were
the problems. Moreover, for introduction of an autono-
mous traveling work machine, installment of the bound-
ary informing means is needed, so there is the possibility
of inviting high introduction costs.
[0007] In view of the above, there is a need for reali-
zation of a work area determination system for an auton-
omous traveling work machine, the autonomous
traveling work machine and a work area determination
program, that reduce the burden of pre-installment of
such boundary informing means.

Solution

[0008] A work area determination system relating to
one embodiment of the present invention is a work area
determination system for an autonomous traveling work
machine which is controlled autonomously based on self
machine position information indicative of a self machine
position, the work area determination system comprises
an operation terminal capable of determining a work ar-
ea;
wherein the operation terminal includes a positioning de-
vice for acquiring terminal position information indicative
of a position of the operation terminal, a work area de-
termination section configured to determine the work ar-
ea based on the terminal position information, and a work
area information outputting section for outputting work
area information which is information relating to the de-
termined work area.
[0009] An autonomous traveling work machine relating
to one preferred embodiment of the present invention
comprises:

a traveling machine body;
a first positioning device for acquiring self machine
position information indicative of a self machine po-
sition;
a work area information acquisition section for ac-
quiring work area information indicative of a work
area; and
a traveling control section for controlling traveling of
the traveling machine body based on the self ma-
chine position information and the work area infor-
mation, so that the traveling machine body may trav-
el within the work area;
wherein the work area information acquisition sec-
tion is configured to acquire the work area informa-
tion from an operation terminal that is capable of de-
termining the work area and that also includes a sec-
ond positioning device for acquiring terminal position
information indicative of a position of the operation
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terminal, a work area determination section config-
ured to determine the work area based on the termi-
nal position information, and a work area information
outputting section for outputting work area informa-
tion which is information relating to the determined
work area.

[0010] Also, a work area determination program relat-
ing to one preferred embodiment of the present invention
is a work area determination program for an autonomous
traveling work machine which is autonomously controlled
based on self machine position information indicative of
a self machine position, the work area determination pro-
gram comprises computer-executed functions of:

a positioning function for acquiring terminal position
information indicative of a position of an operation
terminal which stores this work area determination
program therein;
a work area determination function for determining
a work area based on the terminal position informa-
tion; and
a work area information outputting function for out-
putting work area information which is information
on the determined work area.

[0011] With these configurations, a work area where a
work is be effected by an autonomous traveling work ma-
chine can be determined without pre-installment of any
boundary informing means. So, it is possible to reduce
the trouble and cost required for introduction of the au-
tonomous traveling work machine.
[0012] Next, preferred embodiments of the present in-
vention will be explained. It is understood, however, that
the present invention is not to be limited in any way by
the preferred embodiments to be described next.
[0013] According to one preferred embodiment of the
work area determination system relating to the invention,
the operation terminal further includes a terminal position
information recording section for recording the terminal
position information and a recording control section for
controlling execution and stopping of recording of the ter-
minal position information; and
the work area determination section is configured to de-
termine the work area based on history of the terminal
position information recorded in the terminal position in-
formation recording section.
[0014] With the above-described arrangement, the
work area can be determined based on the terminal po-
sition information of the operation terminal. So, it is easy
to cause an actual state of the field to be reflected in the
determination of the work area.
[0015] According to one preferred embodiment of the
work area determination system relating to the present
invention, the operation terminal further includes a dis-
playing section for displaying a map of an area including
the work area, the work area determined by the work
area determination section being displayed in a manner

superimposed with the map in the displaying section; and
a work area correction section is provided for correcting
the work area based on a user’s operation on the work
area displayed in the displaying section.
[0016] With the above-described arrangement, since
the work area can be corrected based on the map dis-
played in the displaying section, intuitive operation is
made possible. Further, the work area can be corrected
with the actual state of the work area being reflected
therein.
[0017] According to one preferred embodiment of the
work area determination system relating to the present
invention, the operation terminal is detachably attachable
to the autonomous traveling work machine.
[0018] With the above-described arrangement, the
constitutional components mounted on the operation ter-
minal such as the positioning device can be used not
only at time of determination of the work area, but also
at time of driving of the autonomous traveling work ma-
chine. So, omission of some components is made pos-
sible.
[0019] According to one preferred embodiment of the
work area determination system relating to the present
invention, when the operation terminal is attached, the
operation terminal transmits the terminal position infor-
mation as the self machine position information to the
autonomous traveling work machine.
[0020] With the above-described arrangement, the self
machine position information of the autonomous
traveling work machine can be acquired with using the
positioning device included in the operation terminal.
[0021] According to one preferred embodiment of the
work area determination system relating to the present
invention, the operation terminal is configured to set the
work area in association with a movement of a user hold-
ing the operation terminal set under a state in which re-
cording of the terminal position information is to be exe-
cuted by the positioning device in an outer edge of a
range where a work is to be effected in field.
[0022] With the above-described arrangement, the
work area can be determined by the intuitive and simple
method involving only the user’s movement in the outer
edge of the work area with the user holding the operation
terminal.
[0023] According to one preferred embodiment of the
work area determination system relating to the present
invention, the autonomous traveling work machine is a
grass mower.
[0024] With the above-described arrangement, a work
area of an autonomous traveling grass mower can be
determined easily, and maintenance of grass (lawn) in a
garden, a park, a sports field, etc. can be automatized.
[0025] According to one preferred embodiment of the
work area determination system relating to the present
invention, the autonomous traveling work machine in-
cludes a cut grass discharging outlet and is configured
to control discharging cut grass clippings in such a man-
ner that cut grass clippings are discharged when the cut
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grass discharging outlet is oriented toward the work area.
[0026] With the above-described arrangement, in a
grass cutting work by the autonomous traveling work ma-
chine, cut grass clippings can be discharged only to a
permissible area.
[0027] Further and other features and advantages of
the present invention will become apparent upon reading
the following detailed description of some illustrative and
non-limiting embodiments with reference to the accom-
panying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028]

[Fig. 1] is a schematic showing a first embodiment
of a work area determination system according to
the present invention,
[Fig. 2] is a schematic of work area setting in the first
embodiment of the work area determination system
according to the present invention,
[Fig. 3] is a view showing relations among constituent
components in the first embodiment of the work area
determination system according to the present in-
vention,
[Fig. 4] is a view showing one example of an auton-
omous traveling work machine in a second embod-
iment of the work area determination system accord-
ing to the present invention,
[Fig. 5] is a side view showing a further embodiment
(riding grass mower) of the present invention, and
[Fig. 6] is a top view showing the further embodiment
(riding grass mower) of the present invention.

EMBODIMENTS

[First Embodiment]

[0029] With reference to Figs. 1 through 3, there will
be explained a first embodiment of a work area determi-
nation system for an autonomous traveling work machine
and the autonomous traveling work machine both relating
to the present invention. In the instant embodiment, there
will be explained an example in which the work area de-
termination system for an autonomous traveling work
machine relating to the invention is applied to a work area
determination system 2 for an autonomous traveling
grass mower 1 as an example of the autonomous
traveling work machine. In the following discussion, a
global positioning system will be referred to as "GPS sys-
tem".
[0030] In the instant embodiment, for a field 100, a work
area 110 in which the autonomous traveling work ma-
chine 1 is to effect a grass cutting work is to be deter-
mined. The autonomous traveling grass mower 1 in-
cludes a grass mower control section 11, a traveling ma-
chine body 12 and a grass cutting section 13 and includes
also an operation terminal 21 detachably attached there-

to. The grass mower control section 11 includes a work
area information acquisition section 11a and a traveling
control section 11b. The autonomous traveling grass
mower 1 is capable of wireless communication with the
operation terminal 21, so that the above devices can be
remotely controlled via the operation terminal 21.
[0031] The operation terminal 21 constitutes the work
area determination system 2 and includes a terminal con-
trol section 211, a touch panel 212 operable as a "dis-
playing section", and a GPS 213 as a "positioning de-
vice". The terminal control section 211 includes a work
area determination section 211a, a work area information
outputting section 211b, a terminal position information
recording section 211c, a recording control section 211d
and a work area correction section 211e. The GPS 213
functions as a positioning device for acquiring terminal
acquired information indicative of a position of the oper-
ation terminal 21 and functions also as a positioning de-
vice for acquiring self machine position information indic-
ative of a self machine position of the autonomous
traveling grass mower 1 when the operation terminal 21
is attached to the autonomous traveling grass mower 1.
The touch panel 212 functions as a displaying section
and functions also as an inputting means for a user.
[0032] The field 100 includes, as "excluded areas" 120,
a house 121, a tree 122, and a flower bed 123, which
need to be excluded from the work area 110. In the instant
embodiment, there will be explained an example in which
the operation terminal 21 is employed as an example of
the work area determination system 2 for setting the work
area 110 in such field 100 and controlling the autonomous
traveling grass mower 1.
[0033] In order to set the work area 110, firstly, a user
will operate the touch panel 212 to instruct start of a work
area input to the operation terminal 21. In response to
this start instruction, the recording control section 211d
causes the terminal position information recording sec-
tion 211c to start acquisition of the terminal position in-
formation by the GPS 213, so that the terminal position
information recording section 211c will record such ter-
minal position information sequentially. Then, the user,
as holding the operation terminal 21 set to the state for
the sequential recording of the terminal position informa-
tion, will move with using desired moving means such as
a UV, etc. or on foot along a boundary 111 on the in-
ner/outer side of the work area 111. After encircling
movement once all around the boundary 111, the user
will operate the touch panel 212 to instruct end of the
work area input operation to the recording control section
211d, whereby the recording control section 211d will
cause the terminal positon information recording section
211c to end the inputting of the work area.
[0034] Upon completion of the work area input, the
touch panel 212 will show thereon a prerecorded map
which illustrates a schematic of the field 100. Next, based
on the terminal position information sequentially record-
ed in the course of one around encircling traveling by the
user along the boundary 111, the terminal control section
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211 causes drawing of a first closed curve 31 on the map
of the field 100. With this, the work area determination
section 211a will automatically recognize the inside of
this first closed curve drawn based on the boundary 111
as the work area 110. Simultaneously, the work area de-
termination section 211a will recognize the outside of this
first closed curve 31 as the excluded area 120.
[0035] Next, following a similar procedure as above,
the user will walk around the outer circumferences of the
tree 122 and the flower bed 123 respectively to cause
the operation terminal 21 to record the terminal position
information. After completion of this recording, closed
curves drawn based on the terminal position information
sequentially recorded in the course of round encircling
traveling around the tree 122 and the flower bed 123 will
be drawn on the map of the field 100. Specifically, on the
inner side of the first closed curve 31, a second closed
curve 32 representing the tree 122 and a third closed
curve 33 representing the flower bed 123 will be drawn,
upon which the work area determination section 211a
will automatically incorporate the insides of the second
closed curve 32 and the third closed curve 33 to the ex-
cluded area 120. Incidentally, the position, the shape and
the size of the respective closed curve can be changed
by operating the touch panel 212. This operation method
can be finger tracing of the closed curve displayed on
the touch panel 212, for instance. In accordance with
such operations on the touch panel 212, the work area
correction section 122e will correct the contour or the
position of the work area 110 obtained by the work area
determination section 211a.
[0036] After completion of the setting of the work area
110, the work area determination section 211a automat-
ically determines a traveling route of the autonomous
traveling grass mower 1 and the work area information
outputting section 211b transmits this work area and the
traveling route to the work area information acquisition
section 11a of the autonomous traveling grass mower 1.
Thereafter, the user will instruct, by using the operation
terminal 21, starting of a grass cutting work to the auton-
omous traveling grass mower 1 and also will attach the
operation terminal 21 to the autonomous traveling grass
mower 1. Then, the traveling control section 11b will
cause the traveling machine body 12 to travel to guide
the autonomous traveling grass mower 1 on the traveling
route, based on the self machine position information ac-
quired with use of the GPS 213. While traveling on the
traveling route, the autonomous traveling grass mower
1 will effect a grass cutting work with controlling the grass
cutting section 13. After completion of the grass cutting
work in the entire work field 110, the autonomous
traveling grass mower 1 will return to a charging device
and stop operation and start power charging.
[0037] As described above, with the work area deter-
mination system of this embodiment for the autonomous
traveling grass mower 1, in determination of a work area
110 for the autonomous traveling grass mower 1, the
burden of preinstalling a boundary informing means can

be reduced.

[Second Embodiment]

[0038] Next, a second embodiment of a work area de-
termination system for an autonomous traveling work
machine and the autonomous traveling work machine
relating to the present invention will be explained with
reference to Fig. 4. An autonomous traveling grass mow-
er 1’ as an example of the "autonomous traveling work
machine" relating to the present invention includes a cut
grass discharging outlet 14. This cut grass discharging
outlet 14 is opened to the right side relative to the forward
traveling direction of the autonomous traveling grass
mower 1’, so that cut grass clippings produced from a
work can be discharged to the right side relative to the
forward traveling direction of the autonomous traveling
grass mower 1’. The cut grass discharging outlet 14 can
be opened/closed with a shutter 141. Incidentally, those
respects not indicated explicitly in the following discus-
sion are identical to the first embodiment and will be de-
noted with same or similar signs and detailed explanation
thereof will be omitted.
[0039] In this embodiment, on the map of the field 100
(see Fig. 1) displayed on the touch panel 212 (in the
following discussion, refer always to Fig. 3), a cut grass
discharging area (not shown) can be set. The method of
this setting of the cut grass discharging area can be made
based on recording of the terminal position information
by walking, similarly to the setting method of the exclusion
area 120 (see Fig. 2) or can be made based on displaying
on the touch panel 212.
[0040] Upon settings of the work area 110 (see Fig. 1)
and the cut grass discharging area, the work area deter-
mination section 211a (see Fig. 2) will automatically set
a traveling route of the autonomous traveling grass mow-
er 1’. In this, the traveling route will be set such that cut
grass clippings discharged from the cut grass discharg-
ing outlet 14 may be discharged toward the cut grass
discharging area. Specifically, as cut grass clippings will
be discharged to the right side relative to the forward
traveling direction of the autonomous traveling grass
mower 1’, the traveling route will be set such that the right
lateral face of the autonomous traveling grass mower 1’
will face the cut grass discharging area. With this, the
orientation of the cut grass discharging outlet 14 will be
judged based on the self machine position information
and the forward traveling direction of the autonomous
traveling grass mower 1’ and discharge of cut grass clip-
pings can be controlled in such a manner that cut grass
clipping will be discharged only when the cut grass dis-
charging outlet 14 is oriented toward the cut grass dis-
charging area. Incidentally, such grass discharging area
can be the work area 110 (see Fig. 1). Further, when the
cut grass discharging outlet 14 faces a position where
cut grass clippings should not be discharged, e.g. the
house 121 (see Fig. 1), the flower bed 123 (see Fig. 1),
etc., the autonomous traveling grass mower 1’ will be
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controlled so as to temporarily stop discharging of cut
grass clippings by shutting the shutter 141.
[0041] In the instant embodiment, since the autono-
mous traveling grass mower 1’ is equipped with the cut
grass discharging outlet 14, it is possible to carry out a
discharging type grass cutting work in which a grass cut-
ting work is carried out with discharging cut grass clip-
pings produced thereby being discharged simultaneous-
ly. Further, the setting for effecting discharging of cut
grass clippings associated with the discharging type
grass cutting work toward an appropriate position can be
made easily. In the discharging type work, cut grass clip-
pings are discharged immediately. So, this discharging
type work is advantageous in the respect of possibility of
reduction of power loss, over the mulching type work in
which cut grass clippings will be left as they are.

[Other Embodiments]

[0042] Lastly, other embodiments of the work area de-
termination system for an autonomous traveling work
machine and the autonomous traveling work machine
relating to the present invention will be explained. Inci-
dentally, arrangements to be disclosed in the following
respective embodiments can be used in combination with
the arrangements disclosed in other embodiments un-
less contradiction results from such combining.
[0043] In the foregoing embodiment, there was ex-
plained as an example the arrangement in which the op-
eration terminal 21 (see always Fig. 1 in the following
discussion) is adapted to be detachably attachable to the
autonomous traveling grass mower 1. However, the in-
vention is not limited to such arrangement; instead, the
operation terminal 21 can be provided as a device sep-
arate from the autonomous traveling grass mower 1, for
instance.
[0044] In the foregoing embodiment, there was ex-
plained as an example the arrangement in which the au-
tonomous traveling grass mower 1 acquires self machine
position information with using the GPS 213 (see Fig. 3)
of the operation terminal 21 attached thereto. However,
the invention is not limited to such arrangement; instead,
the autonomous traveling work machine can include a
positioning device which is provided separately of the
operation terminal.
[0045] In the foregoing embodiment, there was ex-
plained as an example the arrangement in which all of
the constituent components of the work area determina-
tion system 2 are included in the operation terminal 21.
However, some of the constituent components may be
provided in the autonomous traveling grass mower 1 or
any other device. For instance, the operation terminal 21
may include at least the touch panel 212, the GPS 213,
the terminal position information recording section 211c
and the recording control section 211d and transmit ac-
quired terminal position information to the autonomous
traveling grass mower or to any other device, so that the
settings and correction of the work area 110 etc. may be

effected in the autonomous traveling grass mower or to
any other device.
[0046] Further, the autonomous traveling work ma-
chine for which the work area is to be determined by the
inventive work area determination system can be a ve-
hicle on which a worker can ride. As an example of such
autonomous traveling work machine, a riding type grass
mower 4 is shown in Fig. 5 and 6. This riding type grass
mower 4 includes a traveling machine body 42, a grass
cutting section 43 and a cut grass discharging outlet 44.
The traveling machine body 42 includes a cockpit 421 in
which a worker can ride and carry out maneuvering by
manual operations. Further, the cockpit 421 can accom-
modate the work area determination system 2 (see al-
ways Fig. 3 in the following discussion) and the riding
type grass mower 4 can be autonomously controlled by
the work area determination system 2 as well. The cut
grass discharging outlet 44 includes a shutter 441 capa-
ble of opening/closing this outlet by pivoting about an
axis provided substantially parallel with the forward
traveling direction of the traveling machine body 42.
Opening/closing of the shutter 441 can be controlled by
the work area determination system 2 or by a manual
operation, whereby discharging of cut grass clippings
and stopping of discharging can be switched over.
[0047] In the foregoing embodiment, there was ex-
plained as an example the arrangement in which the work
area 110 (see Fig. 1) is set based on the terminal position
information sequentially recorded by the operation ter-
minal 21. However, the invention is not limited to such
arrangement; instead, terminal position information are
recorded at vertices of a work area and a polygon that
connects the vertices to each other is set as the work
area.
[0048] Further, there was shown an example in which
in the above-described work area determination system
2 and the autonomous traveling work machine including
the work area determination system 2, the work area de-
termination system 2 is constituted of hardware. Howev-
er, at least a portion of the work area determination sys-
tem 2 may be constituted of a program executable by a
computer.
[0049] In the respects of the other arrangements too,
the embodiments disclosed in the detailed discussion are
illustrative in all respects and the scope of the present
invention is not limited thereby. One skilled in the art
would readily understand that they can be appropriately
modified within a scope not departing from the essence
of the invention. It is understood therefore that further
embodiments modified within a range not departing from
the essence of the present invention too would be intend-
ed to be encompassed within the scope of the present
invention as a matter of course.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0050] The present invention can be used as a work
area determination system for an autonomous traveling
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work grass mower, for instance.

REFERERENCE SIGN LIST

[0051]

1: autonomous traveling grass mower
11: grass mower control section
11a: work area information acquisition section
11b: traveling control section
12: traveling machine body
13: grass cutting section
14: cut grass discharging outlet
141: shutter
2: work area determination system
21: operation terminal
211: terminal control section
211a: work area determination section
211b: work area information outputting section
211c: terminal position information recording section
211d: recording control section
211e: work area correction section
212: touch panel
213: GPS
4: riding type grass mower
42: traveling machine body
421: cockpit
43: grass cutting section
44: cut grass discharging outlet
441: shutter
100: field
110: work area
111: boundary
120: excluded area
121: house
122: tree
123: flower bed
31-33: closed curves

Claims

1. A work area determination system (2) for an auton-
omous traveling work machine (1 ; 1’ ; 4) which is
controlled autonomously based on self machine po-
sition information indicative of a self machine posi-
tion, the work area determination system (2) com-
prising an operation terminal (21) capable of deter-
mining a work area (110);
wherein the operation terminal (21) includes a posi-
tioning device (213) for acquiring terminal position
information indicative of a position of the operation
terminal (21), a work area determination section
(211a) configured to determine the work area (110)
based on the terminal position information, and a
work area information outputting section (211b) for
outputting work area information which is information
relating to the determined work area (110).

2. The work area determination system (2) of claim 1,
wherein:

the operation terminal (21) further includes a ter-
minal position information recording section
(211c) for recording the terminal position infor-
mation and a recording control section (211d)
for controlling execution and stopping of record-
ing of the terminal position information; and
the work area determination section (211a) is
configured to determine the work area (110)
based on history of the terminal position infor-
mation recorded in the terminal position infor-
mation recording section (211c).

3. The work area determination system (2) of claim 1
or 2, wherein:

the operation terminal (21) further includes a dis-
playing section (212) for displaying a map of an
area including the work area (110), the work ar-
ea (110) determined by the work area determi-
nation section (211a) being displayed in a man-
ner superimposed with the map in the displaying
section (212); and
a work area correction section (211e) is provided
for correcting the work area (110) based on a
user’s operation on the work area displayed in
the displaying section (212).

4. The work area determination system (2) of any one
of claims 1-3, wherein the operation terminal (21) is
detachably attachable to the autonomous traveling
work machine (1).

5. The work area determination system of claim 4,
wherein when the operation terminal (21) is at-
tached, the operation terminal (21) transmits the ter-
minal position information as the self machine posi-
tion information to the autonomous traveling work
machine (1).

6. The work area determination system of any one of
claims 1-5, wherein the operation terminal (21) is
configured to set the work area (110) in association
with a movement of a user holding the operation ter-
minal (21) set under a state in which recording of the
terminal position information is to be executed by the
positioning device (213) in an outer edge of a range
where a work is to be effected in field.

7. The work area determination system (2) of any one
of claims 1-6, wherein the autonomous traveling
work machine is a grass mower (1 ; 1’ ; 4).

8. The work area determination system (2) of claim 7,
wherein:
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the autonomous traveling work machine (1’) in-
cludes a cut grass discharging outlet (14) and
is configured to control discharging cut grass
clippings in such a manner that cut grass clip-
pings are discharged when the cut grass dis-
charging outlet (14) is oriented toward the work
area (110).

9. An autonomous traveling work machine (1, 1’, 4)
comprising:

a traveling machine body (42);
a first positioning device for acquiring self ma-
chine position information indicative of a self ma-
chine position;
a work area information acquisition section
(11a) for acquiring work area information indic-
ative of a work area (110); and
a traveling control section (11b) for controlling
traveling of the traveling machine body based
on the self machine position information and the
work area information, so that the traveling ma-
chine body (12 ; 42) may travel within the work
area (110);
wherein the work area information acquisition
section (11a) is configured to acquire the work
area information from an operation terminal (21)
that is capable of determining the work area and
that also includes a second positioning device
(213) for acquiring terminal position information
indicative of a position of the operation terminal
(21), a work area determination section (211a)
configured to determine the work area (110)
based on the terminal position information, and
a work area information outputting section
(211b) for outputting work area information
which is information relating to the determined
work area (110).

10. A work area determination program for an autono-
mous traveling work machine (1, 1’, 4) which is au-
tonomously controlled based on self machine posi-
tion information indicative of a self machine position,
the work area determination program comprising
computer executed functions of:

a positioning function for acquiring terminal po-
sition information indicative of a position of an
operation terminal (21) which stores this work
area determination program therein;
a work area determination function for determin-
ing a work area (110) based on the terminal po-
sition information; and
a work area information outputting function for
outputting work area information which is infor-
mation on the determined work area (110).
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